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KEEP
GLOBAL
WARMIN
TO WELL
BELOW
2˚C
Looking across the horizon of
2018, it appears that the world
of carbon markets will continue
to gain strength. The highlevel policy drivers of the Paris
Agreement aim to keep global
warming to well below 2˚C, ideally
to only 1.5˚C. This ambition is
prompting new policies to emerge
around the world.
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THIS YEAR, the international community

began a new process to assess how well
we are doing on the Paris goals. Under
the banner of the “Talanoa Dialogues,”
the UNFCCC is encouraging countries
and stakeholders to think big about the
Paris Agreement’s ambition and how
to accelerate action to achieve these
ambitions. We are all invited to share ideas
and recommendations through a new portal
on the UNFCCC website. What would we
like to say in responding to that invitation?
We would begin by saying that marketbased cooperation can play an important
role in delivering ambition.
To reach the high ambitions of Paris, we in
the carbon pricing arena know that markets
must grow stronger, deeper and wider.
On the “stronger and deeper” front, there
are a wide range of market policies taking
shape around the world. This issue of
IETA Insights explores a few of them –
particularly in areas where recent policy
developments will strengthen and expand
today’s markets. It offers analysis of the
new EU ETS reforms adopted in late 2017,
an explanation of RGGI’s proposed reforms
and a brief primer on China’s plans for a
national ETS for its massive power sector.
A recurring theme in the quest for
greater climate ambition is the issue
of competitiveness. In every carbon
pricing initiative, ambition meets the
cold, hard realities of how to address
concerns about maintaining industrial
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competitiveness. That’s what has led many
programmes to include cost containment
mechanisms. The issue offers Adam
Whitmore’s comparison of cost containment
approaches included in carbon pricing
programs to deal the economic stability and
competitiveness concerns.
On the “wider” front, we know that carbon
pricing systems must emerge in new
jurisdictions – and that expansion to new
sectors, like aviation, will be important.
The fundamental benefits of cooperation
lies at the heart of the Carbon Pricing
in the America’s Declaration, announced
in Paris in December and taken forward in
January in Santiago, Chile. The jurisdictions
involved know that a common market
approach can bring down costs so that
stronger targets can become politically
and economically feasible.
We asked Jos Delbeke, the outgoing
Director General for Climate Action for the
European Commission, to offer his vision
for how cooperation across carbon pricing
systems can build confidence –
and improve economic performance.
He describes a new forum in Florence, Italy,
where emissions trading policy leaders met
to begin sharing insights from programme
implementation – looking for opportunities
to strengthen their cooperation.
In the end, we at IETA are convinced
that market cooperation will deliver
greater ambition. This will be our key
message for Talanoa.
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Singapore in February announced a

a carbon market in the state. Separately,

S$5/tonne tax on CO2 emissions from

efforts by Democrat lawmakers to

China held the long-awaited "launch

around 40 of the country's biggest

introduce a carbon tax in Washington

ceremony" of its national emissions trading

emitters. The tax, set to be imposed from

state were abandoned after it became clear

system in late December, but revealed that

2019, would oblige emitters to buy

the measure lacked support.

the market was not yet ready to begin in

non-tradable permits from the government

earnest. Government officials said another

at a set price and then surrender those to

Out East, both New Jersey governor Phil

year was required to develop underlying

the government. That system was put in

Murphy (D) and the state's legislature

systems, such as a trading platform,

place in order to make it simpler for the

have begun exploring the process of how

registry and MRV rules. It will then launch a

government to move to a traded system

to re-enter RGGI. Meanwhile, a cap-and-

test market restricted to power generators,

later, should it choose to do so.

trade proposal released by the Virginia

and when that works satisfactorily the ETS
will begin in earnest. This is unlikely to be

Department of Environmental Quality is
AMERICAS

before 2020.

now out for a 90-day public consultation,
though the framework stops short of calling

Canada's federal government unveiled

for allowance auctions or a formal RGGI

The recently elected New Zealand

legislation supporting "backstop" carbon

linkage to avoid legislative problems in the

government continues to prepare for

pricing plan in January. In addition to a

Republican-controlled House and Senate.

potentially big changes to its ETS, including

levy on fuels, the plan also includes an

the possible inclusion of agriculture and

output-based pricing system for large

the removal of the market's price cap.

emitters that features trading and

However, as these changes will be part

offsetting as compliance options.

of a broader climate change strategy that

EMEA
EU carbon prices hit double figures for the
first time in six years as the rally that began

includes a Zero Carbon Act, the outcome

In February, the first ever WCI tripartite

in spring 2017 continued unabated. Prices

of the process is not expected until mid- or

auction with Ontario in tow sold out of

have gained nearly 40% since late last year

late 2019.

its record-breaking 98.22 million current

on the back of the anticipated supply-curb-

allowances at a small premium to the

ing impact of the Market Stability Reserve

Kazakhstan launched its revamped cap-

reserve price. The carbon sale - the largest

and post-2020 ETS reform measures.

and-trade programme on Jan. 1, after

in North American history - was a display

the market was put on ice in 2016 due to

of further confidence in the market, even

EU lawmakers gave their formal

a number of operational problems. The

as the candidates vying for leadership of

endorsement of the post-2020 ETS

ETS will regulate CO2 emissions from

Ontario's Progressive Conservative party

reform bill they had provisionally agreed

225 facilities within electricity generation,

- currently leading in the polls ahead of

in November. This largely procedural step

oil and gas, mining, and metallurgical

this June's election - have vowed to rid the

was the final stage of a 2.5-year legislative

production, which have been given 485.8

province of carbon pricing.

process that will now enable the bill to

million CO2 permits for the 2018-2020

become law within weeks.

trading phase. However, actual trading

California regulator ARB also held a public

won't be available in the immediate future.

workshop in early March detailing proposed

With the ETS reforms in the books,

updates to the post-2020 design of its

lawmakers are turning their attention to

Australia's Coalition government is working

cap-and-trade programme. These potential

completing the remainder of the EU's clean

on a new energy and climate strategy,

overhauls include a price ceiling, new price

energy package over the first half of 2018.

and in February issued draft regulations

containment points, measures to address

Updated Brussels figures found that rapidly

for a system that would require electricity

overallocation, and quantitative and

falling renewables costs mean the bloc

retailers to meet certain carbon intensity

qualitative adjustments to offsetting.

can set more ambitious 2030 clean energy

requirements. The policy, if implemented,

goals without harming its economy. This

would not include the issuance and trade

A highly-publicised push to pass cap-and-

exerts further pressure on member states

of explicit CO2 allowances, but retailers

trade legislation in both the Oregon House

to agree tougher targets, but without further

would trade carbon intensity electricity

and Senate fell short of full floor votes in

safeguards in a subsequent ETS review,

contracts that would in practice put a price

both chambers. Lawmakers will now look to

analysts have warned it could be bearish

on carbon in the sector.

the far-longer 2019 session to implement

for EU carbon prices over the next decade.
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1.

THE
CASE
FOR
CARBON
MARKET
COOPERATION
TAPPING INTO OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENHANCED CARBON MARKET
COOPERATION
AN EMISSIONS cap-and-trade system

Along with the EU – whose emissions

benchmarks reflecting the performance

is in theory one of the strongest policy

trading system (ETS) extends to Norway,

of the best 10% of installations covered

tools available in the fight against climate

Iceland and Liechtenstein and will soon

by the EU ETS.

change. While the cap guarantees the

be linked to the Swiss ETS – South Korea,

necessary emissions reductions, the

New Zealand, certain parts of the United

The Market Stability Reserve, designed

trading dimension of the system instils

States and Canada also have emissions

to reduce the prevailing surplus of

economic value in the reductions cuts

trading systems in place, while China has

allowances in the EU's carbon market

and ensures that they are achieved at

embarked on scaling up from regional

and avoid adverse interactions with other

the lowest possible cost as companies

and municipal pilots to the national level.

energy policies, will be substantially

strive to optimise their costs.

Others, such as Mexico, are considering

strengthened from 2019. Important new

introducing an ETS.

low-carbon funding mechanisms have

The carbon price signal drives investment
in abatement technologies and lowcarbon innovation. Auctioning of carbon
allowances generates revenue which in
turn provides macroeconomic benefits
and opportunities to further support the
transition to a low-carbon economy.
Therefore, as countries implement their
Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDCs) under the Paris Agreement,
a growing number of countries and
sub-national jurisdictions are using or
considering putting in place carbon
markets in order to meet their mitigation
commitments.

Once an ETS is in
place, its lasting
success hinges on
incorporating lessons
learned in a timely
manner and adapting
the system to the
relevant emissions
targets
6

also been agreed, to help further stimulate

Designing and implementing a successful

low-carbon innovation and support the

ETS is a challenging task that requires a

modernisation of Europe's energy system.

number of important policy choices to be
made. These choices depend on factors

The lessons learned from the

such as the size and scope of the system

implementation of the EU ETS so far have

and the specific profile of the country or

guided the decisions made in the recently-

region, but also the political context and the

agreed revision. In particular the reinforced

broader regulatory environment.

Market Stability Reserve will address the
imbalance of supply and demand on the

Once an ETS is in place, its lasting success

EU's carbon market and make auction

hinges on incorporating lessons learned in

supply more flexible.

a timely manner and adapting the system
to the relevant emissions targets. For these

Due to the growing number of carbon

reasons, existing carbon markets continue

markets, their implementation and the

to be reviewed and reinforced.

review cycles some have already been
through, there is an ever-increasing wealth

The EU has just recently agreed the

of knowledge and experience in the design

framework for its ETS for the period until

and implementation of emission trading

2030 to help implement its headline target

systems, which is a valuable source of

of a domestic 40% emission reduction

learning for policy-makers worldwide who

by 2030 compared to 1990 levels. While

are revising or planning to develop and

the cap of the EU ETS will be adjusted to

implement carbon markets.

reflect the increased ambition in terms
of emissions reductions, the main design

While the scope, policy and design choices

choices that have characterised the system

may differ, key challenges are shared: How

since 2013 will be maintained. Auctioning

to ensure an effective and robust scheme?

remains the principal way to bring

How to create a robust carbon price signal

allowances into circulation, complemented

that drives emissions cuts and innovation?

by free allocation based on updated

How to avoid adverse effects on industrial

The lessons
learned from the
implementation of
the EU ETS so far
have guided the
decisions made in
the recently-agreed
revision

The Florence dialogue
high-level meeting chaired
by Jos Delbeke, at the
European University Institute,
September 2017.
Photo credit: Florence School
of Regulation (EUI)

At the same time, ensuring a long-term
carbon price signal is critical to the lasting
success of emissions trading.
Every jurisdiction with a carbon market in
place has a story to tell and experiences
to share. Creating a continuous process
competitiveness and carbon leakage in

Florence, Italy, to enable such exchanges

the absence of a uniform global carbon

and create a process for further dialogue

price? How to ensure the most effective

and cross-fertilisation of experiences.

for learning and exchange would enrich
perspectives, foster mutual understanding
and the development of coherent and
compatible solutions and best practices,

interaction with other policy instruments
in order for the carbon price to incentivise

Carbon market cooperation is sometimes

investment in low carbon technologies?

reduced to formal linking of carbon

which in the long term will enable strong
links between carbon markets and
potentially serve as a blueprint for others

markets. Yet while linking offers a

eager to establish their own market.

Enabling continuous exchanges of

number of benefits, reducing costs of

experience and mutual learning will be a

emission reductions and increasing

necessity for the further development and

market liquidity, several conditions

promotion of carbon markets as a climate

need to be met before markets can be

policy tool, but also for the consideration

linked in order to be able to capture the

of differences and commonalities between

full potential of these linking procedures.

systems – paving the way for reinforced

In practice, these conditions may not

cooperation between carbon markets

always be easy to fulfil, taking into account

across the globe over time in the spirit of

political and economic considerations

of ideas and encourage strategic actions

the Paris Agreement implementation.

and differences between systems.

towards the common goal of mitigating

Other forms of bilateral or multilateral

climate change. For this to happen, we

PERSPECTIVES FOR

cooperation and capacity-building deserve

need to create a space for exchange and

CARBON MARKET COOPERATION

to be explored more thoroughly.

give impetus to a process for enhanced

Last September, the European

Building sustained support for emissions

over time. This would enable Parties to

Commission, together with the

trading as a carbon pricing policy is

develop collectively low carbon emission

European University Institute, organised

essential, while the policy also needs to

strategies in a cost-effective manner.

a high-level carbon market workshop in

find its place in the wider policy framework.

_______

As part of global cooperation efforts in the
fight against climate change, it is vital to
create a forum for jurisdictions that have
successfully set up emissions trading
systems to share their knowledge and
experience and build trust, in order to solve
common problems, facilitate the sharing

carbon market cooperation that can grow

IETA GREENHOUSE GAS MARKET REPORT
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2.

PRICE
CONTAINMENT
IN PRACTICE WHAT
DOES
EXPERIENCE
SHOW?
PRACTICAL UNDERSTANDING OF PRICE
CONTAINMENT HAS BEEN GAINED FROM
EXPERIENCE AROUND THE WORLD
THE BENEFITS of price containment

Chart 1 (right) shows how this has worked

At present the ceilings under the WCI

mechanisms in cap-and-trade systems
have been discussed in the policy
literature for several decades. They
can make systems more robust against
unexpected outturns, for example when
costs of abatement or levels of economic
activity are very different from those
which were expected when the cap was
set. Consequently, they can give more
stable signals for investors. And they
can, with the right design, produce clear
environmental benefits.

in practice in California since shortly after

systems are hard, that is, if the reserve

the system began operation. The auction

is exhausted prices can continue to

reserve price started at $10/tonne in

rise. However from 2020 a further

2012 and since then has been increased

ceiling will be introduced that allows

each year by 5% plus inflation. The

supply to be expanded if prices rise

market price has generally stayed above

above a threshold, most probably

this level. However, it did dip below the

by use of offsets. If the trigger price is

reserve price for a while in 2016, showing

set high enough, for example at around

Although these benefits have long
been understood in principle, there has
been little hard evidence to date of how
price containment works in practice.
This situation has now changed as
practical understanding of price
containment has been gained from
experience around the world.

2020, reducing the demand for allowances.

that the floor is indeed “soft”. This dip

reflected a combination of legal challenges
to the existence of the system and political
uncertainty about its continuation after

Once those uncertainties were resolved the
price recovered.

However, while prices have been higher
than they likely would have been in the
absence of the reserve price, and higher
than the price in the EU ETS over this
period, the price has still been lower than

THE WESTERN
CLIMATE INITIATIVE
The most fully developed price
containment mechanisms have been
introduced in California and the other
Western Climate Initiative markets, Quebec
and now Ontario. In these systems a price
floor is set by specifying a reserve price
for allowance auctions. If bids stay below
the reserve the allowances are not sold.
In an emissions trading system a reserve
price gives a “soft” floor. The market price
of allowances can go below the auction
reserve price, but eventually the need
to buy allowances at auction is likely to
ensure that the price is at or above the
floor, provided there Is confidence that the
system will continue.
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it really should. A range of indicators,
including surveys, modelling and estimates
of the social cost of carbon indicate the
need for prices to rise to around $40/t1
to be fully effective. It will still take many
years at current rates of escalation for the
floor to reach such levels.
The California system, in common with
the other WCI systems, also has a Price

$100/t, and the additional supply

consists of good quality offsets then
this may provide for an appropriate

stabilising mechanism. However, with
a low trigger price or lower quality

offsets the environmental integrity of
the system could be compromised.

The most fully
developed price
containment
mechanisms have
been introduced
in California and
the other Western
Climate Initiative
markets, Quebec
and now Ontario

Containment Reserve with successive

The environmental effectiveness of

tranches of allowances being released

price containment mechanisms depends

at prices which started at $40, $45 and

in large part on what eventually happens

$50/t CO2 in 2013 and, like the floor,

to any unsold allowances. If unsold

increase at 5% plus inflation each year.

allowances, such as those in the

However, these allowances have not been

California Price Containment Reserve,

released from the reserve as the price has

are cancelled or otherwise put beyond

stayed well below these levels.

use, cumulative emissions will be lower.

CHART 1:
Auction reserve prices and market allowance prices in the California cap-and-trade system
SOURCE: HTTP://CALCARBONDASH.ORG/ AND CARB

Other systems have some form of partial
price containment. The Alberta Specified
Gas Emitters Regulation (SGER), which

16

ran for approximately ten years until the
Market Prices

start of this year, imposed a hard ceiling

Auction Reserve Prices

by allowing emitters to pay into a fund at

15

Dollars per tonne

a specified price rather than surrender
14

allowances.

13

Price containment mechanisms have
also featured in the Korean ETS.
However, these have been quite different

12

from those in North American systems,
reflecting the Korean system’s low

11

liquidity, the major role played by
state-owned emitters and concerns

10
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about rising allowance prices. In

10 / 11
2017

2016 market stability measures were
implemented to allow an additional nine
million allowances to be made available

However, if they eventually find their

market than would either a pure ETS,

from a reserve, for auction at a reserve

way back into the system, and enable

which has completely fixed supply, or a

price of 16,200KRW/t ($15/t), though less

the corresponding quantity of emissions

pure tax, which has a price that is constant

than a third were sold. The amount of

to take place, the environmental benefit

irrespective of supply (illustrative supply

borrowing within a phase has also been

may not be realised, or at least not in

curves for these are shown on the chart).

increased from 10% to 20%. Additional

full. Some sort of cancellation

foreign credits are now allowed in the

mechanism is needed, for example

OTHER

system, in the form of CDM offsets,

retiring allowances that have been in

SYSTEMS

but these will likely be largely owned

the reserve for more than a specified
number of years.

and already developed by Korean utilities
The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

and so are unlikely in practice to result

(RGGI) has similar arrangements to

in further emissions reductions.

The combined effect of the price floors

establish both a price floor and ceiling.

and ceilings is to introduce a stepped

However, these are set at very low levels,

THE UK

supply curve. This is shown for California

with a reserve price of under $3/tCO2 and

EXPERIENCE

in Chart 2. A tranche of allowances

a price containment reserve trigger of $10/

is allocated free of charge. The next

short ton in 2017. The price went above

The UK offers an example of a different

tranche is available at the auction reserve

the price containment reserve level in

approach, with a tax being used to set the

price. Further allowances are available

2014, triggering the release of allowances

floor price. The carbon price for fuels used

as the price increases to levels at which

from the reserve. A further reserve at an

in power generation in the UK consists of

allowances are released from the reserve.

intermediate price is planned after 2020,

two components. The first is the price of

This more closely resembles a normal

creating a more “stepped” supply curve.

allowances (EUAs) under the EUETS.

IETA GREENHOUSE GAS MARKET REPORT
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CHART 2:
Supply curve for the California ETS in 2020

which was to allow the cost of purchasing
EUAs at market prices to be offset against

80

the tax bill. However the current system of

CALIFORNIA
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a fixed tax is now working well.
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The combined effect
of the price floors
and ceilings is to
introduce a stepped
supply curve
The second is the UK’s own carbon tax
for the power sector, known as Carbon
Price Support (CPS). Chart 3 shows
how the level of CPS increased over the
period 2013 to 20172. These increases
led to a total price - that is the CPS plus
the price of EUAs under the EUETS -

achieved by a price which remains
moderate, for example below the
$40/t level indicated as necessary for
full effectiveness.
The net fall in emissions over the
period (shown as the dashed blue line
on chart) was around 70 million tonnes
p.a.4, which is smaller than the reduction
in emissions from coal. This is because
generation from coal was largely
displaced by generation from gas.
The attribution of three quarters of
this net total of 70 million tonnes as
being due to the CPS implies around

So carbon pricing
structures matter,
and so do price
levels. Get both
right, and a cap and
trade system with
price containment
can make a major
contribution to
cost-effective
decarbonisation
CONCLUSIONS
Based on these varying experiences from
around the world we can draw several
conclusions.
First, price floors can and do work, as
they do in the WCI. However, experience
in California shows that political and
regulatory stability are also necessary for
a system to work well.

50 million tonnes p.a. of net emission

Second, the UK not only confirms

reductions due to the carbon price. This

price floors can work, but shows that

is equivalent to a reduction of more than

with the right price level and the right

10% of total UK GHGs. The UK tax has

circumstances a price floor can be

thus proved highly effective in reducing

spectacularly successful in securing large,

emissions. This in turn has produced a

low cost emissions reductions very quickly.

This increase has had a dramatic

substantial environmental benefit as the

Indeed, this experience demonstrates the

effect on emissions from coal plant,

allowances freed up in the EUETS

value and effectiveness of carbon pricing

which have reduced by about 90%, over

increase the surplus, so will be

more broadly.

100 million tonnes p.a., over the period

transferred to the Market Stability

(black line on chart). Various factors

Reserve and eventually cancelled5.

increasing, despite the price of EUAs
remaining weak. The price floor is set by
the level of the tax, as this would remain
even if the EUA price fell to zero.

contributed to this reduction, including

Third, rules for what happens to unsold
allowances are critical to the environmental

the planned closure of some plants and

The original version of Carbon Price

effectiveness of a system. Only if

the effects of regulation of other

Support had a somewhat different

allowances are eventually cancelled are

pollutants. Nevertheless, the increase

approach in that it was intended to

the benefits likely to be realised in full.

in the carbon price since 2014 has

“top” up the EUETS price to provide a

The cancellation of allowances from the

played a crucial role. Analysis has shown

constant floor. However, a two-year lag

Market Stability Reserve, which is included

the increase in the carbon price accounted

was introduced which proved inadequate

in the recent reforms to the EUETS, sets

for three quarters of the total reduction

to dealing with the volatility of the EUETS

a valuable precedent in this respect.

in emissions due to generation from

price. A more effective approach would

What happens to allowances in the Price

coal achieved by 2016 . This has been

have been the original design conception,

Containment Reserve in California will

3

10

prove important in securing the full benefits
of the approach.
Finally, few if any significant adverse
consequences have yet emerged from price
containment.
So carbon pricing structures matter, and so
do price levels. Get both right, and a cap
and trade system with price containment
can make a major contribution to costeffective decarbonisation.
Acknowledgements. Thanks to Katie
Sullivan for her perspective on current
development in North America and to

1. Price floors can and do work, as they do
in the WCI. Political and regulatory stability
are also necessary for a system to work well.
2. With the right price level and the
right circumstances a price floor can be
spectacularly successful in securing large,
low cost emissions reductions very quickly.
3. Rules for what happens to unsold
allowances are critical to the environmental
effectiveness of a system.

Joojin Kim for a useful discussion
about the Korean ETS.
_______

CARBON PRICES AND EMISSIONS IN THE UK POWER SECTOR
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(1) The reference to the Social Cost of Carbon are to US EPA 2015 estimates. See World Bank State and Trends in Carbon Pricing report page 11 and sources therein for survey and modelling
outcomes. (2) UK carbon price support reached at £18/tCO2 (€20/tCO2) in the fiscal year 2015/6 and was retained at this level in 2016/7. In 2013/4 and 2014/5 levels were £4.94 and £9.55
respectively. This reflected defined escalation rates and lags in incorporating changes in EUA prices. Emissions data for 2017 is provisional. https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/293849/TIIN_6002_7047_carbon_price_floor_and_other_technical_amendments.pdf and www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/sn05927.pdf (3) https://www.edie.
net/news/6/Higher-carbon-price-needed-to-phase-out-UK-coal-generation-by-2025/ (4) Based on UK coal generation estimated weighted average emissions intensity of 880gCO2/kWh, and
350gCO2/kWh for gas generation. (5) There is a standard objection to a floor in one country under the EUETS is that it does not change of the overall cap at an EU level so, it is said, does not
decrease emissions. However this does not hold under the present conditions of the EUETS, and is unlikely to do so in any case. A review of how emissions reductions from national measures, such
as the UK carbon price floor, do in fact reduce total cumulative emissions over time is provided was provided in my recent post here.
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3.

THE
EU ETS
AFTER
2020 A MARKET
IN
BALANCE?
ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE NEW
RULEBOOK FOR THE POST-2020 PERIOD
WITH THE POLITICAL deal achieved on

Please note that all modelling in this

The maximum allocation an installation

the rules for phase 4 (2021-2030),

article assumes that UK installations

can receive freely depends on its historic

participants in the European carbon

will remain in the EU ETS until the end

production multiplied by the benchmark

market (EU ETS) will now focus on

of the third trading period (2013-2020),

of the product and adjusted for carbon

assessing the impact of the new

and will leave the system at the start

leakage risk. Benchmarks define a

rulebook for the post-2020 period

of the fourth trading period (2021-2030).

reference value for emissions relative to

in detail.

This is our base case assumption,

a production activity. In order to consider

accounting for the proposed transition

technological progress, the benchmark

To understand the consequences of

period by the EU Commission, with other

values decrease by a product-specific

the political agreement, participants

scenarios remaining within the realms

flat-rate approach. The annual benchmark

need to translate the legislative text

of possibility.

reductions have to stay within a corridor of

into demand and supply numbers.

We at ICIS have done the math and

adjusted our modelling to accurately

reflect the phase 4 rules. The following

article sums up the main elements of the
phase 4 agreement and provides
our analytical take.

To understand the
consequences of the
political agreement,
participants need
to translate the
legislative text into
demand and supply
numbers

between 0.2% and 1.6%.

THE MAIN ELEMENTS
OF PHASE 4

NO CROSS-SECTORAL
CORRECTION FACTOR NEEDED

The linear reduction factor (LRF) defines
the annual decrease of allowances

In case the demand for free allocation

provided to the market either via free

exceeds the available number of

allocation or via auctions. Policymakers

allowances, a cross-sectoral correction

agreed to increase the LRF to 2.2% per

factor (CSCF) is applied, reducing the

year during the fourth period (2021-2030).

free allocation for all installations by the

As a result, in the fourth trading period

same percentage. This happened during

(phase 4) the cap will decrease to achieve

the current trading period (2013-2020)

a total 43% reduction of emissions in

and was one of the major concerns of

2030 compared to 2005 levels. The

policy makers and industrials when

clear intention by policymakers is to

debating the reform.

increase the ambition of the market
at a later stage, also taking account of

In order to reduce the likelihood of the

international climate negotiations.

CSCF, EU legislators adopted a flexible
part of the cap. If a CSCF were to apply,

In general, there are two main means

up to 3% of the cap reserved from the

of distributing allowances to the market:

auction share would be converted to

free allocation and auctions. By default,

free allocation to mitigate or completely

Overall, policymakers have included

43% of the total number of allowances

prevent the CSCF-related allocation cut.

more flexibility in the post-2020 market

available in a trading period is handed

Our modelling suggests that the CSCF

architecture in order to be able to react to

out free to market participants, with

will not apply. In case no CSCF is triggered

changing economic circumstances. We

57% being auctioned. These shares,

or the maximum of the flexibility pot is

find these elements to have the potential

however, are reduced, as allowances

not exploited, up to 50m EUAs would be

to bring the market back into balance by

are required for other elements of the

transferred to the Innovation Fund and

reducing the accumulated oversupply in

market such as funds, a reserve for

up to 0.5% of the cap would be added

the market.

new installations or the like.

to the Modernisation Fund.

12

The New Entrant Reserve (NER)

To support innovative low carbon projects,

MARKET STABILITY RESERVE -

provides free allocation for new installations

including renewable energy and CCS,

A MAIN PRICE DRIVER

and for significant capacity increases

an Innovation Fund will be established,

and decreases at existing installations.

consisting of 400m phase 4 allowances.

In 2015 policymakers agreed to

The NER during phase 4 will be created

In addition, 50m EUAs will be taken from

implement the Market Stability Reserve

from around 145 million unused

the MSR and monetised in 2019-2020 to

(MSR) withdrawing allowances as of

allowances during the third trading

bridge the period between phase 3 and

2019 in order to tackle the EU ETS

period and 200 million allowances

phase 4. The allowances will be monetised

placed in the MSR. If unused by the

supply and demand imbalance and

to generate cash that is used to support

end of phase 4, up to 200m allowances

make the market more resilient to

innovative projects. We assume a front-

will be returned to the MSR.

external shocks. The MSR was initially

loaded monetisation over 2021 to 2025.

designed to take out 12% of the

Annual benchmark
reductions have to
stay within a corridor
of between 0.2%
and 1.6%

Member states with a GDP below

FUNDS CHANNEL AUCTION

state also receives solidarity auction

REVENUES TO INNOVATION AND
MODERNISATION PROJECTS

market surplus until the latter drops
below 833m.

60% of the EU average in 2013 are
allowed to support their electricity

With the post-2020 file EU legislators

sectors with free allowances. For this,

adopted a doubling of the intake rate to

the entitled 11 member states are

24% from 2019-2023 (five years) and

allowed to use up to 40% of their

a corresponding doubling of the

auction share. This can be increased

minimum withdrawal rate from 100m to

to 60% of auction volume if a member

200m per year. This is the most ambitious
measure in terms of price implications in

volume, in which case it needs to shift

the post-2020 reform. The MSR will

a corresponding amount of allowances

lower the annual auction volume by

from the solidarity volume to the
The auction share is reduced by

around 400m allowances during the

Modernisation Fund.

first years of its operation, gradually

several elements before the auctions

decreasing to levels around 100m

de facto take place. In the first place,

Member states can voluntarily cancel

2% of the cap is reserved for the

allowances from their auction volume to

Modernisation Fund, taken from the

account for domestic policy measures

auction share. The revenues of these

(such as coal phase-out) corresponding

auctions are set aside to create a

to the average verified emission of the

Further, as of 2023, the MSR stock

monetary fund which is accessible

previous five years of the installations

will be compared with the previous year’s

to low income member states with

concerned. Given the uncertainty of

auction volume. If the MSR stock were

GDP/capita below 60% of the EU

the rules, we have not made any

higher than the previous year’s auction

average (in 2013). The Modernisation

assumption of how many allowances

volume, the surplus would be made

Fund will not support energy facilities

would be cancelled. This is mainly due

invalid. This will lead to a significant

using solid fossil fuels. We assume

to the absence of any countries making

decline of 2.4 billion allowances in

that auctions related to the Modernisation

statements about their willingness to

MSR stock during one single year and

Fund are equally spread over all years

sacrifice auction revenue for safeguarding

several small-scale invalidations

of phase 4.

the EU ETS.

throughout the remainder of phase 4.

allowances per year once the withdrawal
rate is reverted to 12%.
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MARKET BALANCE –

change market participant behaviour

this leads to a yearly surplus during the

GETTING TIGHT

already during phase 3. As of 2018,

second half of phase 4 and consequently

we expect market participants will

decreasing prices.

The post-2020 reform in general tightens

build long positions to anticipate the

the market framework during phase 4

MSR price effect. Within the first half

_______

compared to the current market set-up

of phase 4, the strengthened MSR will

(see Figure 1). Largely, this is achieved

reduce the market surplus significantly,

via volume-based measures such as the

and this will push the abatement

doubling of the MSR intake rate and the

pressure forward in time.

Volume-based
measures such
as the doubling of
the MSR intake rate
and the tightening
of the reduction
target to minus
43% by 2030

tightening of the reduction target to minus
43% by 2030. Our modelling shows that

Our modelling suggests that the carbon

during the second half of phase 4 the

price will fall again during the second

fundamental balance is relaxing as higher

half of phase 4 due to the significant

carbon prices resulting from the doubled

emission reductions realised during

MSR withdrawal rate result in additional

the early years of the trading period

abatement (emission reductions).

resulting from abatement. Paired with
the reduced 12% MSR for the rest

The MSR doubling for the first five

of the period and the inflow of the

years of the mechanism’s operation will

unused flexible share and the funds,

FIGURE 1:
EU ETS Fundamental market balance
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4.

RGGI
RENEWED:
REFORMING
THE
OLDEST
US
MARKET
ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE NEW
RULEBOOK FOR THE POST-2020 PERIOD
SINCE THE FIRST Regional Greenhouse

but there are some design features that

multiple contributing factors, including fuel

Gas Initiative (RGGI) auction was held

make RGGI stand out in the emissions

switching, warmer winters, and increased

in 2008 the program has been a leading

trading world.

efficiency. One third party study has come

example of what is possible in the United

to the conclusion that RGGI has been

States. It became the first mandatory

The first, and most significant, is that

the most significant contributor to the

cap-and-trade program in the US to limit

from the first auction almost all the RGGI

emissions decrease.2

carbon dioxide from the power sector.

allowances have been auctioned - very
few have been freely allocated. In the

In addition to the billions of dollars in

The RGGI program is actually nine

initial model rule, the document each state

revenue and thousands of job-years

distinct state-based programs that share

worked from to come up with version of the

generated by RGGI in the region,

an auction platform and registry, under

RGGI program, the states had agreed that

analysis from Abt Associates found

a single ‘cap’ which is the total of the

at least 25% of the allowance proceeds

that improved air quality brought about

individual state carbon budgets. Each state

would be used for ‘public benefit’. A

by reduced emissions has prevented

has its own legislative and/or rulemaking

decision that also meant that at least

thousands of asthma attacks and reduced

process to implement the program and

some of the allowances would have to

medical expenses by $5.7 billion.3

makes its own decisions on what to do with

be auctioned rather than given away to

the proceeds from the auctions. In a couple

existing emitters. RGGI was able to learn

The states have agreed to reduce the

of the states (Maine and New Hampshire)

from some of the early challenges in the

cap at each program review to address

the legislature retains considerable

EU ETS – and was also influenced by the

challenges with oversupply of allowances

authority over the operation of the program

regional nature of the electricity markets

and the large number of banked

and in others, the program is directed

in the northeast U.S.

allowances available in the system.

through rulemaking.
In all cases the day-to-day operation
of RGGI, and the auction process, is
managed by RGGI Inc. a New York-based
non-profit set up by the states to run
the program. RGGI Inc. and its staff
operate the auctions, hire the market
monitor, manage the CO2 Allowance
Tracking System (RGGI COATS) and

These adjustments have helped raise

Today RGGI stands
out as the only
carbon cap-andtrade program that
auctions almost all of
its allowances.

distribute auction revenues to the states

the price of allowances (revenue to
the states) as well as bring the cap
more in line with actual emissions.
THE FUTURE
The RGGI states have committed to
periodically reviewing the rules of the
program, and the cap. The first program
review in 2012 led to a 45% reduction

after each auction based on each states’

HAS RGGI

in the cap and some other technical, but

allocation of allowances under the cap.

BEEN EFFECTIVE?

significant, tweaks to the model rule, such

NOTABLE DESIGN

Since 2008 the RGGI region has seen

FEATURES

a 51% reduction in emissions from the

A second program review was carried

power sector, while the states’ economies

out in 2016-17 and led to a new model

Much has been written about RGGI in the

have grown by 30%.1 Attributing the

rule which was presented by RGGI, Inc.

past decade, and this article isn’t designed

reductions to any one event or program is

in December 2017. The new model rule,

to cover all the technical aspects of RGGI,

complex, and certainly there have been

which again lowers the cap, will serve as

as adding a cost containment reserve.

DATA SOURCE: RGGI, INC.
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2009

an adjustment for banked allowances,

51% below 2008 emissions.

100

2008

through 2030, a commitment to conduct

the prior year, 23% below the 2017 cap and
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detail below, include extending the cap

2017 emissions of 64.7m tons fell 18% below

110
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These changes, described in more

120

2005

agreed on a set of program modifications.

130

2004

sector modeling, the nine RGGI states

140

2000

hearings, negotiation, and energy

Million Short Tons CO2

Following a two-year process of public

150

2003

over the coming year.

FIGURE 1:
RGGI Cap and Historic Emissions5

2002

their individual statutes and regulations

2001

a guide to the RGGI states as they update

EXTENDING AND TIGHTENING

140 million-ton allowance surplus that

previous program review to protect against

THE CAP THROUGH 2030

had accumulated to that point, shown

allowance price surges. If auction clearing

in Figure 2 (below).

prices rise above a predetermined trigger

The current RGGI cap declines by 2.5

price ($4 in 2014, $10 in 2017, and

percent per year through 2020, at which

Through the most recent program

rising annually by 2.5% thereafter), up to

point it will be 78.2 million short tons. The

review, RGGI member states have

new RGGI cap will begin in 2021 at 75.1

10 million additional allowances become

committed to conduct another allowance

available for purchase.

million tons and decline to 54.7 million tons
in 2030, representing an annual decline of
just over 3 percent, achieving a 59 percent
reduction from the 2008 emissions level.
ADJUSTMENT FOR
BANKED ALLOWANCES
The RGGI states agreed to adjust
future cap levels downward to account
for a growing surplus of allowances,
building on a precedent set during the
previous program review. As shown
in Figure 1 (above), actual emissions
have consistently fallen below the RGGI
cap, resulting in the accumulation of a
substantial allowance surplus.
In order to prevent this bank of allowances

adjustment after 2020, this time
accounting for allowances banked from

Beginning in 2021, the available quantity

2014-2020. The 2021-2025 cap levels

of CCR allowances will be reduced from

will be adjusted downward to reflect the

10 million to 10% of the cap (7.5 million in

yet-to-be-determined allowance surplus

2021, falling to 5.5 million in 2030), and

through 2020. As shown in Figure 3 (next

the price trigger will increase from $10.77

page), the surplus is currently 52 million

in 2020 to $13 in 2021, rising annually by

allowances, projected to rise to 67 million

7% thereafter.

by 2020. As a result, the allowances
offered in years 2021-2025 will likely

As a complement to the CCR, seven of the

be 12 to 15 million fewer than the stated

nine RGGI states have agreed to implement

cap level each year.

an Emissions Containment Reserve (ECR)
beginning in 2021 (Maine and New

DYNAMIC PRICE

Hampshire do not plan to participate).

AND SUPPLY CONTROLS

Through the ECR, states would withhold
allowances from circulation when auction

The RGGI states created a Cost

clearing prices fall below predetermined

Containment Reserve (CCR) during the

trigger prices, helping the states to secure

from undermining the program’s future
environmental performance, the RGGI
states developed a novel solution:

FIGURE 2:
RGGI Cap and Adjusted Cap Levels (million short tons)

gradually eliminate the allowance surplus
by adjusting future cap levels downward
(i.e. offer fewer allowances for sale).

RGGI Cap

Through the previous program review,

RGGI Adusted Cap

the RGGI states adjusted 2014-2020
cap levels downward to account for the

Adjusted

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

TOTAL

91

88.7

86.5

84.3

82.2

80.2

78.2

591.2

82.8

66.8

64.6

62.5

60.3

58.3

56.3

451.6

8.2

21.9

21.9

21.9

21.9

21.9

21.9

139.6
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FIGURE 3:
Current and Project Allowance Surplus

VIRGINIA, In May 2017, then-Governor
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ADDITION OF NEW STATES

10% of the allowance budget from the
participating states will be withheld from

Processes are underway in both New

an auction if prices fall below $6 in

Jersey and Virginia to begin participating

2021, with that trigger rising by 7%

in the RGGI market. The current member

annually through to 2030.

states have expressed support for the
addition of new participants, noting the

PROJECTED IMPACTS

improved economic efficiency that would

FROM RGGI REFORMS

be achieved through a broader trading
market.11 In order to participate in the

Modeling conducted by ICF projects

RGGI market, new participants would need

that the RGGI reforms will reduce

to ensure compatible program design and

cumulative CO2 emissions by 152

comparable stringency.

million tons through 2031, relative
to the reference case.6 These CO2

NEW JERSEY, one of the ten original RGGI

reductions will coincide with the

states, is poised to re-enter the program.

following impacts, relative to the

Governor Christie removed the state

reference case:

from RGGI at the end of 2011, but newly

• $1.28 billion in health benefits from

elected Governor Murphy has issued an

reduced SO2 and NOX emissions;7
• Slight increases in residential,

Executive Order instructing agency officials
to “immediately begin negotiations with

commercial and industrial monthly

current RGGI member states to determine

electric bills (0.03%, 0.08% and

how to best reenter.”12 The New Jersey

0.03% respectively);

Department of Environmental Protection is

8

• The net addition of 34,397 job years;9
and
• $2.79 billion in net economic benefit.10

expected to begin drafting RGGI-enabling
regulation (mirroring the updated RGGI
model rule) shortly.

McAuliffe issued an Executive Directive
requiring the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality to draft “tradingready” regulations to reduce CO2
emissions from power plants. Those draft
regulations have since been published,13
a public comment period will run through
April, and newly elected Governor
Northam is advancing the Commonwealth’s
progress towards RGGI market participation
starting in 2020. Virginia is unlikely to
begin as a full RGGI participant, but
would implement a program that is nearly
identical to RGGI and distribute allowances
that are fully fungible with allowances from
the current RGGI states.
MARKET IMPACTS
OF RGGI EXPANSION
While it is expected that New Jersey and
Virginia will implement regulations that
meet the requirement of compatible
program design (e.g. rate of cap decline,
flexibility mechanisms, etc.), the question of
“what constitutes comparable stringency?”
remains to be answered. The initial
allowance budgets for new participating
states have yet to be agreed upon, but will
play a large role in determining the market
impacts of RGGI expansion14.
Virginia’s draft regulations propose a
starting cap of 33-34 million tons in 2020,
while NRDC and other organizations have
delivered modeling suggesting that 30-32
million tons would be a more appropriate
starting point. New Jersey has yet to
propose a 2020 starting point, but recent
emissions suggest a likely initial cap
range from 15-20 million tons. Adding the
estimated allowance budgets from these
two states to the 2020 RGGI cap (78.2
million tons) would represent a 57-69%
increase in the size of the RGGI market.

(1) Outpacing the Nation: RGGI’s Environmental and Economic Success, Jordan Stutt, Acadia Center, September 2017. http://acadiacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Acadia-Center_RGGI-Report_Outpacing-the-Nation.pdf. (2) Why Have Greenhouse Emissions in RGGI States Declined? An Econometric Attribution to Economic, Energy Market, and Policy Factors, Brian Murray
and Peter Maniloff, Duke Nicholas Institute, August 2015. https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/environment/publications/why-have-greenhouse-emissions-rggi-states-declined-econometricattribution-economic. (3) Analysis of the Public Health Impacts of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 2009-2014, Michele Manion, et al, Abt Associates, January 2017. http://abtassociates.com/
RGGI. (4) For more information on the program review, see: https://rggi.org/program-overview-and-design/program-review. (5) Emissions data provided by RGGI, Inc.: https://rggi.org/allowance-tracking/emissions. (6) Stronger RGGI Cuts Projected to Be Achieved at Low Cost, Bruce Ho, NRDC, September 2017. https://www.nrdc.org/experts/bruce-ho/stronger-rggi-cuts-projected-beachieved-low-cost. (7) Outpacing the Nation: RGGI’s Environmental and Economic Success, Jordan Stutt, Acadia Center, September 2017. http://acadiacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/
Acadia-Center_RGGI-Report_Outpacing-the-Nation.pdf. (8) https://www.rggi.org/sites/default/files/Uploads/Program-Review/9-25-2017/Customer_Bills_Results_Overview_09_25_17.pdf.
(9) https://www.rggi.org/sites/default/files/Uploads/Program-Review/12-19-2017/REMI_2017_12_19.pdf. (10) Ibid. (11) RGGI States Presentation: Considerations for Virginia Participation,
RGGI, Inc., January 2018. https://rggi.org/sites/default/files/Uploads/Participation/2018-01-26-Meeting/RGGI_Presentation_2018_01_26.pdf. (12) Governor Murphy Signs Executive Order Directing New Jersey to Reenter the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, Office of Governor Phil Murphy, January 2018. http://www.nj.gov/governor/news/news/562018/approved/20180129a_eo.shtml.
(13) Full text of Virginia’s draft regulations available at: http://www.townhall.virginia.gov/L/ViewXML.cfm?textid=12246. (14) Joint Stakeholder Comments Regarding Virginia’s Potential Participation in the RGGI Market, February 2018. https://rggi.org/sites/default/files/Uploads/Participation/2018-01-26-Meeting/Comments/Joint_Comments_VA_Participation.pdf.
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